What to do on your turn
When starting the game the youngest player goes first.

1. Always start your turn by rolling the jumbo die.
2. Move your character pawn in either direction the number of spaces rolled.
3. If you land on an animal space, take that animal tile and place it in front of you. If another player already has the animal tile you landed on then do nothing. If the tile you took completes a mixed-up animal (both tiles will have the same colored circle) then turn them over to assemble your mixed-up animal! Otherwise, keep the colored circle face-up, and do not turn the animal tile over.
4. If you land on a special space, see opposite page.
5. Your turn is now over and it is the next player’s turn going clockwise.

The spaces!

Animal spaces
See “What to do on your turn” #3 for what to do when you land on these spaces.

Roll again
If you land on this space then roll the jumbo die again and take another turn.

Other Stuff
Use the mixed-up animal guide to see what animal tiles you’ll need to make your mixed-up animals. Mixed-up animals are color coded too. Match the colored circles to make a mixed-up animal!

Want to play a short game? Play until a player has completed one mixed-up animal.

Trade
If you land on this space then you may trade any one of your animal tiles with another player’s animal tile. You cannot trade for an animal tile that has already been used to complete a mixed-up animal. If you don’t want to trade, or if you don’t have an animal tile, then do nothing and end your turn.
### Contents

- Game Board Extender Piece
- Mixed-Up Animal Guide
- 14 Animal Tiles
- Jumbo Die
- 4 Character Pawns
- 4 Stands

### Object of the game

Travel around the game board collecting animal tiles trying to complete mixed-up animals. For instance, if you want to make the mixed-up animal “Birdle” you’ll need the “Bird” and the “urtle” animal tiles. The first player to complete two mixed-up animals wins the game!

### Setting up the game

*This game uses the bottom of the box as a 3D game board! How cool is that?*

1. Remove all components from the bottom of the game board box.
2. Attach the game board extender piece to the opening on the game board box.
3. Attach the mixed-up animal guide to the game board box per the image below.
4. Place the animal tiles (with the colored circles face up) and the jumbo die near the play area.
5. Each player chooses a character pawn (remove them from the card the first time you are playing) and places it in a stand.
6. Each player places their character pawn and stand on their favorite animal on the game board box.

![Diagram of how to set up the game](image)